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In a recent survey conducted by the
National League of Cities, solid waste
management was rated as the number one
concern by a majority of the responding
mayors, city manage rs, and cou nci Imen.
While a surprise to some, this rating can
be better understood if we consider that
solid waste management is a significant
local economic problem because it is
highly labor intensive. About 70 percent
of the typical jurisdiction's solid waste
budget is allocated to labor, thus mak ing
costs difficult to reduce due to
inflationary wage pressures. Yet solid
waste management is an area of great
potential savings. The 1973 Report of the
National Commission on Productivity
estimated that with improved
management techniques alone, over $200
million could be saved annually in solid
waste management in this country.!
Furthermore, solid waste management is
a big b~siness that is growing rapidly.
Currently 300,000 people are employed
in the field; and Frost and Sullivan
predict that by 1980 facilities
expenditures will exceed $1.5 billion and
total expenditures will exceed 2 percent
of the Gross National Product. 2

The disposal of solid waste remains,
however, a problem that must be resolved
primarily at the local level. The survey by
the National League of Cities and U.S.
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Conference of Mayors found that, of the
total direct solid waste expenditures by
federal, state, and local governments in
fiscal year 1971, 98 percent came from
local governments. Our forty-eight largest
cities are spending 50 percent of their
environmental budget on solid waste
collection and disposal. Yet only 1
percent of the federal environmental
dollar goes for solid waste, primarily for
the study of hazardous waste disposal.
Thus, solid waste is not only an
environmental problem, but also an
economic one which must be dealt with
at the local level.

DEFINING THE FIELD

A classic starting point in any
examination of the field of solid waste
management is the 1968 National Survey
of Community Solid Waste Practices
conducted by the U.S. Public Health
Service. That survey revealed that this
nation was applying its technology to the
production of waste-and not to its·
collection and disposal. The total annual
solid waste generation was estimated to
be 4.3 billion tons, more than half of it
agricultural waste. About 250 million
tons annually were residential,
commercial, and industrial wastes of
which three-fourths was collected, with
an average of 5.3 pounds of collected
waste per capita per day.

The United States had a mixed system
of collection, with public agencies
collecting over one-half of all solid wastes
and 64 percent of the residenti al wastes.
Howe ver, collection was expensive,
averaging $18 per ton. According to the
su rvey, the disposal of waste presented
even mo re d istressi ng prob lems. Final
disposal was accomplished by either
landfill, incineration, or ocean dumping.

Unfortunately, only 6 percent ot aH
Iand fi II s were considered sanitary.
Seventy percent of the incinerators did
not meet 1968 air quality standards, and
some 50 million tons of generally
untreated solid waste and sludge were
being dumped in the ocean annually.

Subsequent analyses in 1971 of the
1968 data revised the estimated per
capita generation rate by eliminating
industrial demolition and construction
wastes and correcting for the net
moisture in the waste stream.3 The
currently accepted figures are an annual
residential generation rate of 125 million
tons, and a per capita generation rate of
3.32 pounds per day. However, even this
reduced per capital generation rate for
the United States is sti II nearly twice that
of any other nation.

COLLECTION ORGANIZATION

The decision of whether a public or a
private agency should perform collection
was a matter of concern in 1968, and it
has received even more attention in the
intervening years. However, the results of
this closer scrutiny have been mixed; for
every system that converts from public to
private, there seems to be one that goes
the other way. A constant problem has
been the lack of sound analytical and
methodological tools, but two guides
have been developed and are available:
(1) Public Technology's "Aid to Analysis
of Public vs. Private Refuse Collection"
and (2) a model contract for the
collection of solid waste prepared by the
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Table 1

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
and the National Solid Waste
Management Association (NSWMA).
More information is currently being
developed and wi II be discussed in a later
section.

COLLECTION EQUIPMENT AND

PRACTICES

As of 1968, the only real advance in
collection techniques was the packer
truck, but since that time a number of
improvements in collection vehicles have
been devised. Some advanced
mechanized collection vehicles are no~
either available commercially or in use in
the advanced prototype form. However,
they require either extremely skilled
ope rat 0 rs, u nus ua IIy st r ict 10ca I
ord,nances-regarding parkin-g-:rTIinimum
densities, or specific containers and/or
container holders. Of significance to
Virginia municipalities is the fact that
none has been used in areas that
experience adverse weather, such as heavy
snow. Overall, though, the range of
available equipment has certainly been
expanded.

It has long been suspected that
one-man crews are more efficient on a
cost per ton basis than multiple-man
crews. A recently published EPA
document, "Decision Makers Guide in
Solid Waste Management," clearly shows
the cost difference due to crew size and
collection frequency, as indicated in
Table 1. When this data is related to
highly mechanized collection vehicles, it
seems likely that the productivity gains
claimed for these vehicles are primarily, if
not totally, due to the fact that they
allow single-man crews. It is also possible
to equal or exceed the productivity of
ad van ce d -- co lIeetion veh iel es . using.
conventional equipment. An excellent
example is the Reston, Virginia system
which combines plastic bags, curbside
pickup, one-man crews, and front end
loaders to achieve a high level of
productivity.4
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developed COlMIS (Collection
Managemeilt Information System), a
computer-based management information
system for use by local ities.

Data provided by increased computer
use permits productivity increases. The
National Commission on Productivity
(NCP) noted in its 1973 report that
productivity in solid waste collection and
disposal is far lower than it can be; that
productivity measures in collection are
obtainable and valuable; and, finally, that
collection productivity is significantly
easier to improve than disposal
productivity. To increase productivity,
NCP recommended the use of several
management improvements: the use of
productivity measures and comparative
data; implementation of management
informatioA--5ystems; districting and
routing for balancing; macro-routing (i.e.,
per facility); and guidelines for collection
policies and methodologies.

A number of case studies are presented
in the NCP report to document potential
productivity improvements. In the city of
Cleveland, for example, the collection
force was reduced from 1,400 persons to
750-resulting in a reduction of the solid
waste budget from $14.8 million in fiscal
year 1970 to $8.5 million in fiscal year
1972 (a savings of nearly 43 percent). In
little Rock, Arkansas some $200,000 in
annual savings, primarily on collection
ex pe nses, was achieved at an
implementation cost of only $18,000.

LANDFILLS, INCINERATORS, AND

OCEAN DUMPINGS

As a result of the 1968 National
Survey, which revealed that only 6
percent of all landfills were sanitary, EPA
initiated Mission 5000 in an effort to
close 5,000 open dumps. Although a
number ·b-f open dumps have been closed
as a result of this program, EPA is still far
short of its goal. Concurrently, some
sanitary landfills have been improved, as

h ave landfill management practices.
During the past six years some new open
dumps have been created; but on balance,
there has been a minor improvement in
this area.

A number of incinerators that existed
in 1968 have been shut down; however,
the total number of incinerators in use
today is greater than when the National
Survey was conducted. Incinerators
current'y on the market are markedly
superior to their forerunners from the
standpoint of emission characteristics.
Nevertheless, public concern regarding air
pollution as well as highly variable state
a nd local air quality requirements
continues to depress incincerator usage.
The ocean dumping of both solid waste
and sewage sludge conti nues, but at a
reduced rat~.

ENERGY/RESOURCE RECOVERY

No other area of sol id waste has shown
as much activity during the past few years
as resource recovery. In 1971, there were
only two demonstration projects in the
United States; today, twenty-five cities
are committed to implementing recovery
systems. Furthermore, over 100
communities are separately collecting
newsprint and other materials for
recycling, and at least 30 more
communities are considering adoption of
some form of resource recovery.

The three primary considerations for
the establishment of a workable resource
recovery system are (1) volume of solid
waste, (2) density of population, and (3)
t he existence of nearby secondary
markets. The size of current
demonstration plants shows that a
substailtial amount of solid waste is
necessary, because sma" recovery pi ants
prove inefficient. A minimum popu'ation
density· is also important because of the
impact of transportation costs on the
economics of resource recovery. Similar
considerations require the nearby

SOURCE: Act Systems, Inc. A study of collection productivity using various collection
methodologies. Unpublished data.

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION AND

PRODUCTIVITY

Wh iIe the United States has
trad itionally lagged behind Western
Europe in most areas of solid waste
man agement, this country's unique
contribution to the field has been in the
area of computer usage. During the past
few years, computer programs have been
developed fQr the districting and routing
of collection vehicles. Also, EPA has
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Cost of Curbside Collection by Frequency of Collection and
Crew Size In Four Cities, 1973a

Crew Frequency Cost

Size of Collection Per Tonb

1 1 $ 8.29
1 2 14.49
3 1 12.82
3 2 14.67

Percent
Difference

43

13

4Robert J. Bartolotta, "Collector's Items,"

56 Pub Iic Management 26 (August 1974).

aUsing task incentive system.
bLa~or rates for the cities have been normalized to permit intersystem comparisons; therefore,

these figures do not reflect actual collection costs.



availability of secondary material
markets. At the present time there has
been insufficient experience with
resource recovery to state authoritatively
what the lower limit point is for these
three considerations. EPA has proposed
that the lower population limit for
resource recovery plants should be
250,000, corresponding roughly to a 500
ton per day plant.5 The number of
SMSAs capable of producing this amount
was 125 in 1970 and is expected to reach
192 \n 1985. The number of incorporated
cities meeting these requirements was 56
in 1970 and should reach 99 in 1985.

THE SITUATION IN VIRGINIA

Virginia municipalities rely heavily on
landfills, most of them rated as sanitary.
\n ~act, there are only four incinerators in
the state. The state has a permit system
and all but five counties have landfill
permits. Even those five counties without
landfill permits are moving in that
direction. In the urban areas, collection is
conducted primarily by municipal
sanitation services, with only four cities
relying entirely upon private collection
systems. In the rural counties, forty-nine
utilize the green box system (with
collection containers placed at strategic
geographic locations) and five the circuit
rider system (under which several disposal
sites are conveniently located and citizens
bring their trash to the sites, which are
then serviced by roving equipment).
There are throughout the state no more
than two or three transfer stations, where
small sized collection vehicles transfer
so lid waste to larger vehicles for
move me nt to final disposal. The
Commonwealth is actively encouraging
regional approaches to solid waste
management. There are currently only a

-----few isolated source separation efforts and
resource recovery studies in Virgi nia.

A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE

The one area of waste management
which should receive increased attention
from localities is productivity. The
combination of high labor costs, rising
wage rates, productivity improvement
techn iq ues, ava i lab Ie productivity
measures, and comparative data should
greatly increase productivity
improvement activities. As a corollary,
there will be increased use of the
computer, primarily in management
information systems; more sophisticated
approaches in macro- and micro-routing,
both manual and computer based; and
changes in operating practices and service

50 ffi ce of Solid Waste Management

Programs, Second Report to Congress, p. 39.
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delivery organization.
A study recently initiated by Public

Technology, Inc. will be the first
co m pre hensive investigation of the
organization of refuse collection and
disposal in the United States. The data
and conclusions produced by this study
may provide information to indicate
clearly the advantages of either public or
private refuse collection and produce a
clear cut movement in one direction by
most local ities.

Changes in solid waste collection
vehicles probably will be more
evo Iut ionary than revolutionary. A
number of changes will be implemented
as a result of federal legislation, primarily
in the occupational safety and health
area, producing quieter and safer vehicles.

Landfills will continue to be the major
method of solid waste disposal, but
current landfill practices may need to be
revised significantly. A study being
prepared for EPA by Geraghty & Miller
found that "for every landfill where
pollutants have been discovered leaching
into the underlying aquifier, there are
hundreds more located in similar settings
and designed in the same manner."6 The
report further estimated that the 10,000
acres set aside for future landfill sites in
New Jersey are capable of producing 5.7
billion gallons of leachate each year,
much of which could find its way into
the fresh subsurface water supply. As a
result, EPA is currently conducting an
intensive study of the leachate problem;
and, in all likelihood, EPA will propose a
redefinition of the requirements for
sanitary landfills. Whereas previously a
sanitary landfill was one that had only
daily cover, no open burning, and no
water pollution, some additional
conditions may be added. These may
include surface and subsurface drainage
co n t r0 I, Ie a c hat e coil ec t ion and
withdrawal systems, leachate
re c ir cu Iation and disposal systems,
artificial seals and barriers, gas venting
systems, and monitoring and surveillance
procedures and programs.

Due to the lead times involved in
design, construction, and the
procurement of hard operating
information, future commitments for
recovery systems will be made with
basically the same data as have recent
systems. Beyond that, it would appear
that the number of companies in the field
has overcrowded the market. Thus, the
next few years should produce a
reduction in the number of companies

6 So I id Wa ste Report (Silver Spring,

Maryland: Business Publishers, Inc.) Vol. 5, No.

20, p. 162.

through the process of merger and
acquisition typical of the last three years.

PUBLIC TECHNOLOGY, INC. SOLID

WASTE PROGRAMS

As a non-profit corporation serving the
technological needs of state and local
governments, Public Technology (PTI) is
conducting a number of programs in the
solid waste area. 7 PTI is currently
developing a "Refuse Vehicle Districting
and Routing" software package. When
completed, this computer based program
will develop balanced service districts and
prepare optimal routes for individual
vehicles within those districts. PTI
already has available a guide to aid in the
analysis of publ ic vs. private refuse
collection. This aid explains many of the
devices needed for a (ocaHtv to conduct a
complete analysis of the advantages and
disadvantages of alternative institutional
arrangements and ownership schemes. It
can help local officials to identify the
conditions under which these alternatives
are most likely to succeed or fail, and
poses the necessary questions which
should be answered regarding service
delivery. The PTI aid also includes a
discussion of financial considerations and
cost analysis.

One major problem in the public vs.
private issue, as mentioned earlier, has
been a lack of basic comparative data.
Therefore, PTI is currently conducting a
study in conjunction with Columbia
University and the International City
Management Association to develop some
of the necessary information. Major
objectives of that study include:

Describing the various
organization arrangements for
refuse collection and disposal and
for street cleaning; determining the
extent to which each arrangement
is employed; and analyzing the
conditions under which each major
variant is likely to be found.

Providing conclusions about the

7 Public Technology, Incorporated is a

non-profit, tax-exempt, public interest

organization established in December 1971 as

an institutional mechanism for applying

available technologies to the problems of state

and local governments. PTI was organized, and

is governed, by the executive officers of the

Council of State Governments, International

City Management Association, National

Association of Cou nties, National Governors'

Conference, National League of Cities, and U.S.

Conference of Mayors. PTI works on specific

problems that have been defined and given high

priority by state and local government officials.



relative efficiency, effectiveness,
equity, and responsiveness of each
major organizational form of solid
waste collection; and determining
the circumstances and ways in
which one organizational
arrangement may be better than
another.
. Assessing the effects of federal,
state, and local laws on the choice
of organizational arrangements.

Analyzing the process of
changing from one organizational
arrangement to another, and
formulating and evaluating
strategies for change.
Because a source of continuing

concern to solid waste managers has been
the low productivity of vehicular

-equipmen, TI-i'.i in h fina1-stag'es-af'
developing an "Equipment Management
System." This system will, among other
things, schedule maintenance, maintain
records necessary for determining vehicle
productivity, and determine optimum
replacement period.

PTI is working with a number of
private firms to develop products and
methods for resource recovery and
simplified disposal techniques for smaller
jurisd ictions.

WHAT CAN THE LOCAL

ADMINISTRATOR DO?

As a beginning, an administrator
should analyze his solid waste
management operation to discover any
possible problem areas. This investigation
should include !ill aspects of solid waste
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management, including the complaint
record of the collection system, the
jurisdiction's cost per ton (3.32 pounds
per person per day is a reasonable
estimate to use if accurate weight data is
not available), cost trends, and pertinent
water quality data.

After the initial assessment of a
locality's solid waste management system,
the administrator can turn to a more
detailed analysis of specific areas of
operation. If the preliminary investigation
indicates inadequate productivity, the
administrator might consider a number of
options: reorienting routes using a
districting and routing program;
contacting EPA regarding COlMIS if
management information is inadequate;
and consulting the EPA Guide and the

epor.t o-f---th~_atio.naLC.ommission on
Productivity for further suggestions
regarding improved productivity. Among
other things, these two studies
recommend an incentive task system (as
opposed to eight hour days) and the
elimination of large containers. If the
administrator feels that the collection
vehicles being used in his jurisdiction are
inefficient, he should first consider
methods of improving the productivity of
his existing fleet. He may also wish to
explore the possibility of purchasing
some of the advanced vehicles now
available in prototype. In conjunction
with these steps, an equipment or fleet
management system may be implemented
to make collection operations more
productive.

If the jurisdiction relies on solid waste

collection by a public agency, the
administrator may want to consider a
private collection system as an
alternative. In this case, he can contact
PTI for their "Aid to Analysis of Public
vs. Private Refuse Collection." If the
local ity does approve a plan for private
collection, a model contract is available
from EPA/NSWMA.

Disposal and recovery may present a
host of problems for the local
administrator. Since population density
and solid waste volume are closely related
to the viability of these operations, many
localities may benefit from cooperative
efforts with nearby jurisdictions to
provide services on a regional basis. If a
jurisdiction presently utilizes a landfill,
local government administrators should
c1oselY-ffiODitor the nearb')l waler-Q.U.au·-4'- _

By carefully investigating and
analyzing the existing solid waste
collection system, a local administrator
may well be able to devise improvements
which will yield quick results in increased
productivity. The use of more efficient
collection vehicles is dependent largely
upon recent and future technological
advances and may require considerable
time to implement. Likewise, bettering
the disposal and recovery of solid waste
appears to be a more long-term problem
for which there are few quick remedies.
However, as shown by the strong concern
of public officials across the country, all
aspects of solid waste management
improvements deserve the attention and
innovative efforts of all Virginia local
governments.
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